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Letter From the Editor
Dear Reader,
The time has come to acknowledge the efforts and accomplishments of the graduating
class of 2021. The Pacific Sentinel wishes you the best as you embark on your career
paths during this tumultuous period. May you venture into the world prepared for its
challenges.
This is also a time to reflect on the academic year we leave behind. Between remote
learning, the cancellation of many of the events and activities that students look
forward to most, and the chaos that has been wrought on so many of the programmes
sponsored by the campus community, we extend congratulations to all of our readers
for flourishing during this year of pandemic and uncertainty.
This magazine, too, has suffered during the past academic year. The same chaos
that struck us all left the magazine unable to print and distribute through normal
channels. We have lost a great deal of the interaction between our staff and our
readership, and our humble publication has been strained by the barriers to reporting
posed by the pandemic. As we look forward to a return to in person activities, the
lessons we have gleaned from this period will serve as invaluable reminders to trust in
ourselves and in each other.
Looking forward is something many of us may struggle to do. The pandemic has
prolonged to the point where many of us may have deteriorated in valuable social
skills, and we may struggle to see a time beyond this period of confusion and loss.
With our prescribed return to campus in the Autumn, many of us may face anxiety
and uncertainty. Many will be returning to ordinary responsibilities with an ache left by
someone who did not survive. It is important in this time, as the pandemic still rages
on around the world, to come together and support one another as we all relearn our
places. It is equally important to challenge the habits of yesteryear and reassess our
places in the world to truly reflect our best selves and the future we desire.
As I write, fire season is beginning in Oregon. We will witness great destruction and
find ourselves in mourning yet again. As the consequences of humanity’s impact on
this planet’s climate become more evident, each of us is challenged to know our part
in mitigating and repairing that harm. However our individual paths look, and however
we call for governments and corporations to take responsibility for their actions, we
are all stuck with this grim future. Just as we have survived the pandemic, we will
find a way to survive our changing climate in the only way humans can—by working
together and innovating.
Though I am merely a humble magazine editor, I call upon each of our readers to
consider their roles in the dynamic world in which we live. What makes you unique?
What do you offer to your community? How does your community contribute to your
wellbeing? How will you proceed into the great unknown that is the future? Here at
The Pacific Sentinel, we encourage all of our readers to aspire to greatness, however
that may look for you. A better future, your future, is out there—seize it!
Kind Regards,
Vivian Veidt
Executive Editor

Follow us on social media @PSUPacificSentinel
We are looking for writers and editors! Apply at thepacificsentinel.com/jobs
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Vaccine Hesitancy

Fear of vaccines versus Fear of COVID - a
Devastating Standoff Among Oregonians
by Sophie Meyers
Illustrations by Alison White

Oregonians hold a variety of political beliefs
and have had vastly different stances on the
coronavirus pandemic throughout its equally
diverse regions.
The Bend Metropolitan area in Deschutes
County can be viewed as a control group for
the rest of Oregon. In addition to being in the
center of the more Urban and Leftist Western
counties and rural and urban Eastern counties,
the Bend area also has roughly the same

percentage of individuals having received at
least one vaccine dose as the whole of Oregon.
For perspective, the most vaccinated state
is currently Vermont, with 73.3% of the
population having received at least one dose
of coronavirus vaccine. Oregon is 18th on the
list with 57.8% of the state vaccinated. 57%
also happens to be the percentage of those
vaccinated in the Bend Metro Area. Bend
represents the whole of Oregon in several

Robert Anderson
Robert Anderson, a disabled and retired
plans examiner for the City of Bend has
spent the majority of the pandemic under
strict social distancing measures with his wife,
Jovita Anderson. Robert has Crohn’s disease,
arthritis and pouchitis—an illness which is
only possible due to a surgery he had to remove
his colon. “I’ve been on chemotherapy and
immune suppressant drugs for over ten years
due to multiple autoimmune diseases.”
Robert’s family members are among those
who are hesitant of the vaccine. “My son and
daughter are against getting vaccinated which
has been very upsetting to me as it has greatly
reduced the time I get to spend with them and

Jovita Anderson works at the Bend
Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO),
a smaller department of the City of Bend. Her
offices shut down in person operations shortly
after many schools did in March of 2020. How
the City shut down individual branches was
at the discretion of each department, which
received a lot of criticism by city employees.
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Jovita, however, worked with like minded
people in terms of social distancing and
COVID-19. Her department does little by
way of direct public interaction, and therefore
was able to smoothly transition into remote
work. Jovita remarks that there was a great
deal of “focus on mental health and stress
relief ” in the meetings she had addressing the
pandemic. A return to in person work is still
being discussed, but would not be mandatory,

at least to start. Jovita feels apprehensive about
returning to in person work; “medically I think
I’m safe; psychologically—I think it will take
some time” Jovita is most apprehensive about
“walking through the whole city organization”
since vaccines are not mandatory for city
employees to return to work.
Jovita has received both doses of the
Pfizer vaccine, but lives in a home with an
immunocompromised individual.

Olive speaks against the undemocratic ways
that restrictions were placed on Oregonians,
and has been especially critical about the limits
placed on social gathering and mask protocol.
“the way that I would want my opinions to be
heard is to be asked or to send emails—which
I did”
Olive has tried to maintain an anti-fear
attitude since the beginning of the pandemic,
when little was known about the spread of
the virus. Carefully researching both scientific
studies of the vaccine and the opinions of those
around them, Olive has a wealth of knowledge
about the vaccine controversies in the area
and contends that individual, challenging
conversations and asking questions is the
best way to change someone’s mind, “even if
that mind is my own.” Olive plans to receive
the vaccine in about a month, giving themself
time to continue to interview people in their
community, research more about natural
immunity and the studies on the vaccine.

Sharon Kieth

Deschutes County struggled to find a plan and
departments had to come up with their own
methods to handle the pandemic response. It’s
been tough.” Sharon notes that the Technology
Department refused to help them transition
into a remote workplace remarking, “nearly
every department had to come up with their
own solutions…. We had to come up with our
own direction and hope that it didn’t get us
fired.”
In terms of receiving the vaccine, Sharon
was initially hesitant, but has since received

the vaccine. Her anxieties came from fears that
the vaccine would trigger an allergic reaction,
something Sharon has been prone to in the
past, and concerns about its novelty. “I was
truly petrified that I would have a bad reaction
and was worried that the vaccine didn’t have
enough opportunity for weighing side effects.”
With encouragement and support, her husband
eventually convinced her to receive the vaccine,
primarily for the prospect of travel that the
vaccine would offer.

Sharon Kieth works for the Deschutes
County Board of Commissioners as an
Executive Assistant. She was not sent home
as result of COVID-19 closures, and has kept
working in person throughout the pandemic.
Sharon feels the county has done a lot worse
than the city: “the City of Bend did an
awesome job keeping their employees informed
and offering plans for work response, but
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Olive, a Deschutes county local, has been
“having challenging conversations” with several
people in their community about their diverse
beliefs about the vaccine.
In an interview with The Pacific Sentinel,
Olive notes that they had tested positive
for COVID-19 two months prior. Since
recovering, Olive has been conversing with
“friends and relatives of mine who have vastly
different opinions than me.” Some of whom
feel that the coronavirus vaccine could be
dangerous not only to the recipient of the
vaccine, but also those around them. Several
people go so far as to refuse to interact with
anyone that they know has been vaccinated. “I
kind of view it as people pushing their beliefs
on other people,” Olive states, but they are still
holding off on getting the vaccine in order
to continue these conversations with people
who oppose the vaccines. Others in the group
who have been vaccinated are either afraid to
reenter the group, or are afraid to tell people;

“certain people are afraid to come out as being
vaccinated.”
Olive describes a wide range of vaccine
hesitancy present in this community. Some
people in the group believe the vaccine is evil
and a part of a 5G government conspiracy,
others believe that the vaccine is the cause of
COVID-19 in the first place.
Olive has spent time with one friend
while they posted “Anti-mask” fliers around
town with slogans promoting things like
hugging your friends. A similar group was
also organizing a group of people to go into a
grocery store without masks to make a point,
but Olive refused this invitation on grounds
that it would only inspire more fear.
Olive explains that they are a part of a
large but tight knit group based in Central
Oregon which tends to consider themselves
as accepting and open minded, but have been
ripped apart because of a difference in opinion
between those in the community that fear the
virus and those that fear the vaccine.
In their personal opinion about the vaccine,

“I’ve discussed the idea of getting a third shot
with my doctors and currently there is no
protocol or approval or method for them to
prescribe it and it doesn’t sound like it’s even
being considered by anyone at this point.” he
adds that “If a third shot was available for me
I would get it as quickly as possible in hopes
to find it actually works so I can feel a little
better about seeing friends and family.” Robert
notes that COVID-19 has “amplified the fear
and solitude greatly” of his already cautious
stance of trying to avoid other more common
illnesses.
Robert recently found out that his brother,
who is also battling chronic illness, contracted
COVID-19, which caused permanent damage
to his heart.

ways. For one, it’s almost exactly in the center
of the state, which has particular significance
for Oregon, because Western Oregon is more
urban and left leaning and Eastern Oregon is
more rural and right leaning. For this reason,
Bend may give insight to trends across Oregon.
This compilation of stories, reported on by
The Pacific Sentinel, aims to shine a light on
the sources of vaccine hesitancy and what the
vaccine might mean for different communities.

Jovita Anderson

Olive

my grandchildren and when I do get to see
them, it makes it very worrisome and stressful
and even more so now that I know the vaccine
didn’t work for me.”
In correspondence with Robert, he notes
that he was always looking forward to the
vaccine, so he wouldn’t have to worry about
getting the virus, which could be catastrophic
because he is already immunocompromised.
Even after receiving both shots of the Pfizer
vaccine, Robert learned that he still does not
have immunity from COVID-19. His doctor
said that due to his medication that suppresses
his immune system, he will have a harder time
getting immunity from a vaccine. There is
currently research into whether a third booster
dose may be effective, however, Robert notes
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Campus Policing and
the Call for Abolition
Despite administration’s promises,
PSU campus police remain armed
by Marshall Scheider
Illustrations by May Walker

PSU’s board of trustees could not have known this when
they voted to approve the armament of CPSO in December
of 2014, but with regard to police violence, 2014 was hardly
better than 2015. We know the names of Tamir Rice, Eric
Garner, and Mike Brown, but these were just three of over a
thousand individuals killed by U.S. police in 2014.
Opposition to arming campus public safety officers at
PSU was strong from the beginning. In December 2014,
the PSU faculty senate passed a resolution opposing
the creation of an armed campus police force. Citing
chilling rates of sexual assault perpetrated by U.S. law
enforcement, the resolution expressed concern over the
potential for gender based and racialized violence at the
hands of sworn officers. Moreover, the resolution cited
the overrepresentation of mentally ill individuals among
victims of police violence, corroborated by the Guardian’s
2015 report. Roughly 10% of those killed by U.S. police in
2015 were in a state of mental distress.
Since 2015, PSU’s School of Social Work, School of
Gender, Race, and Nations, Department of English, and
Department of Psychology have issued public statements
or open letters calling on the University to disarm CPSO.
Disarmament has been officially supported by every
academic union at PSU, including the PSU chapter of
the American Association of University Professors, the
Portland State University Faculty Association, and PSU’s
Graduate Employees Union. In fact, every faculty union at
every public Oregon university supports the disarmament
of campus public safety officers. Despite widespread
support, it would take years of advocacy and a series of
tragic events for PSU’s administration to consider reversing
its 2014 decision.

The emergence of university law enforcement
Campus policing is a relatively new
institution, mostly dating to the 1960s and
70s. Law enforcement emerged on university
campuses during this period in response to
student organizing and activism, writes John
J. Sloane, Professor Emeritus of Criminal
Justice at the University of AlabamaBirmingham. Campus police departments
were established to maintain order in the
face of student led Civil Rights protests and
campus opposition to U.S. involvement in the
Vietnam War. “Essentially, university police
forces were created not to protect students
from harm,” writes political analyst Angela
Wright, “but to protect the university from its
students.”
In a recent New Yorker article, columnist
and Princeton University professor Keeanga
Yamahtta-Taylor signals that the impetus for
expanded campus policing in the 1960s and
70s corresponded to a shifting tendency in
U.S. law enforcement more broadly. “During
the civil rights movement, police were the
shock troops for the massive resistance of the
white political establishment in the American
South,” Yamahtta-Taylor writes. “By the
mid-sixties, policing and the criminal justice

system were being retrofitted as a response
to a growing insurgency in Black urban
communities.”
In other words, the post-war period
witnessed a transition in the central role
of policing in America. In the nineteenth
century, policing had largely functioned as
a mechanism to defend regimes of property,
exploitation, and extraction, such as slavery;
in the early twentieth century, it had been
integral to disciplining the urban industrial
working classes, who were agitating for
expanded rights and labor protections; by the
mid-twentieth century, American policing
was beginning to be used as an instrument
of direct political repression in the face of
burgeoning leftist movements.
From the 1980s onward, campus law
enforcement agencies proliferated in lockstep
with the expansion and militarization of
U.S. policing. Campus police increasingly
resembled their municipal counterparts. Yet
where municipal police tend to have a chain of
command leading back to elected officials, and
hence to voters, campus police usually lack any
such accountability. In most cases, including
at PSU, campus police are accountable to

university presidents or unelected boards of
trustees. Hence, the communities policed by
campus law enforcement generally lack robust,
formal mechanisms for keeping officers and
departments accountable. University police
forces are “largely exempt from the ‘basic
idea of voter accountability,’” University of
Pennsylvania criminologist Emily Owens told
The Atlantic.
By the time PSU deputized and armed its
CPSO in 2015, 92% of public universities
in the U.S. had similar law enforcement
agencies, The Atlantic reports. Of these, some
94% were armed with handguns and chemical
agents such as pepper spray. 81% of campus
police forces were authorized to patrol off
campus areas, and 86% were able to make
arrests. As the militarization of campus law
enforcement has proceeded together with
that of police agencies more broadly, campus
policing stands today as an integral appendage
of municipal law enforcement, especially in
urban areas.
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On December 11, 2014, Portland State University’s board of
trustees voted to deputize and arm PSU’s Campus Public
Safety Officers (CPSO). The decision was made with a nine
to three majority and drew immediate criticism. Advocates
of armament, including then university president Wim
Wievel, suggested armed police would ensure campus
safety.
The board’s 2014 decision came at a moment of
widespread anxiety concerning police violence in America.
Less than a month before the vote, on November 22, 2014,
Cleveland police officers Timothy Loehmann and Frank
Garmback shot and killed Tamir Rice, age 12. Two days after
Rice’s killing, a Ferguson Missouri court declined to indict
Darren Wilson, the officer responsible for the killing of Mike
Brown. Ferguson was still in flames as CPSO officers gained
authorization to patrol with lethal weapons.
CPSO armament would not take effect until July of the
following year. The board of trustees needed time to update
policies and iron out the details of this radical change to
campus public safety. In the meantime, 2015 would reveal
itself as a record breaking year for police killings in the U.S.,
as the April killing of Freddie Gray in Baltimore sparked
renewed protests. Gray’s killing was no anomaly; according
to a study by the Guardian, U.S. police killed 1,146 people in
2015.
These concerns about racism in American policing had
statistical merit. According to the same Guardian study,
young Black men between the ages of 15-34 were nine times
as likely as other Americans to be killed by law enforcement,
despite making up just 2% of the U.S. population. One out
of every 65 deaths of a young Black man in the U.S. was at
the hands of the police in 2015, the study found.
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PSU’s board of trustees could not have known this when
they voted to approve the armament of CPSO in December
of 2014, but with regard to police violence, 2014 was hardly
better than 2015. We know the names of Tamir Rice, Eric
Garner, and Mike Brown, but these were just three of over a
thousand individuals killed by U.S. police in 2014.
Opposition to arming campus public safety officers at
PSU was strong from the beginning. In December 2014,
the PSU faculty senate passed a resolution opposing
the creation of an armed campus police force. Citing
chilling rates of sexual assault perpetrated by U.S. law
enforcement, the resolution expressed concern over the
potential for gender based and racialized violence at the
hands of sworn officers. Moreover, the resolution cited
the overrepresentation of mentally ill individuals among
victims of police violence, corroborated by the Guardian’s
2015 report. Roughly 10% of those killed by U.S. police in
2015 were in a state of mental distress.
Since 2015, PSU’s School of Social Work, School of
Gender, Race, and Nations, Department of English, and
Department of Psychology have issued public statements
or open letters calling on the University to disarm CPSO.
Disarmament has been officially supported by every
academic union at PSU, including the PSU chapter of
the American Association of University Professors, the
Portland State University Faculty Association, and PSU’s
Graduate Employees Union. In fact, every faculty union at
every public Oregon university supports the disarmament
of campus public safety officers. Despite widespread
support, it would take years of advocacy and a series of
tragic events for PSU’s administration to consider reversing
its 2014 decision.

The emergence of university law enforcement
Campus policing is a relatively new
institution, mostly dating to the 1960s and
70s. Law enforcement emerged on university
campuses during this period in response to
student organizing and activism, writes John
J. Sloane, Professor Emeritus of Criminal
Justice at the University of AlabamaBirmingham. Campus police departments
were established to maintain order in the
face of student led Civil Rights protests and
campus opposition to U.S. involvement in the
Vietnam War. “Essentially, university police
forces were created not to protect students
from harm,” writes political analyst Angela
Wright, “but to protect the university from its
students.”
In a recent New Yorker article, columnist
and Princeton University professor Keeanga
Yamahtta-Taylor signals that the impetus for
expanded campus policing in the 1960s and
70s corresponded to a shifting tendency in
U.S. law enforcement more broadly. “During
the civil rights movement, police were the
shock troops for the massive resistance of the
white political establishment in the American
South,” Yamahtta-Taylor writes. “By the
mid-sixties, policing and the criminal justice

system were being retrofitted as a response
to a growing insurgency in Black urban
communities.”
In other words, the post-war period
witnessed a transition in the central role
of policing in America. In the nineteenth
century, policing had largely functioned as
a mechanism to defend regimes of property,
exploitation, and extraction, such as slavery;
in the early twentieth century, it had been
integral to disciplining the urban industrial
working classes, who were agitating for
expanded rights and labor protections; by the
mid-twentieth century, American policing
was beginning to be used as an instrument
of direct political repression in the face of
burgeoning leftist movements.
From the 1980s onward, campus law
enforcement agencies proliferated in lockstep
with the expansion and militarization of
U.S. policing. Campus police increasingly
resembled their municipal counterparts. Yet
where municipal police tend to have a chain of
command leading back to elected officials, and
hence to voters, campus police usually lack any
such accountability. In most cases, including
at PSU, campus police are accountable to

university presidents or unelected boards of
trustees. Hence, the communities policed by
campus law enforcement generally lack robust,
formal mechanisms for keeping officers and
departments accountable. University police
forces are “largely exempt from the ‘basic
idea of voter accountability,’” University of
Pennsylvania criminologist Emily Owens told
The Atlantic.
By the time PSU deputized and armed its
CPSO in 2015, 92% of public universities
in the U.S. had similar law enforcement
agencies, The Atlantic reports. Of these, some
94% were armed with handguns and chemical
agents such as pepper spray. 81% of campus
police forces were authorized to patrol off
campus areas, and 86% were able to make
arrests. As the militarization of campus law
enforcement has proceeded together with
that of police agencies more broadly, campus
policing stands today as an integral appendage
of municipal law enforcement, especially in
urban areas.
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On December 11, 2014, Portland State University’s board of
trustees voted to deputize and arm PSU’s Campus Public
Safety Officers (CPSO). The decision was made with a nine
to three majority and drew immediate criticism. Advocates
of armament, including then university president Wim
Wievel, suggested armed police would ensure campus
safety.
The board’s 2014 decision came at a moment of
widespread anxiety concerning police violence in America.
Less than a month before the vote, on November 22, 2014,
Cleveland police officers Timothy Loehmann and Frank
Garmback shot and killed Tamir Rice, age 12. Two days after
Rice’s killing, a Ferguson Missouri court declined to indict
Darren Wilson, the officer responsible for the killing of Mike
Brown. Ferguson was still in flames as CPSO officers gained
authorization to patrol with lethal weapons.
CPSO armament would not take effect until July of the
following year. The board of trustees needed time to update
policies and iron out the details of this radical change to
campus public safety. In the meantime, 2015 would reveal
itself as a record breaking year for police killings in the U.S.,
as the April killing of Freddie Gray in Baltimore sparked
renewed protests. Gray’s killing was no anomaly; according
to a study by the Guardian, U.S. police killed 1,146 people in
2015.
These concerns about racism in American policing had
statistical merit. According to the same Guardian study,
young Black men between the ages of 15-34 were nine times
as likely as other Americans to be killed by law enforcement,
despite making up just 2% of the U.S. population. One out
of every 65 deaths of a young Black man in the U.S. was at
the hands of the police in 2015, the study found.
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For many early advocates of armament
at PSU, the ubiquity of armed campus
law enforcement spoke for itself. Since the
majority of other public universities employed
armed police forces, it was natural that PSU
should do the same. In this way, conformity
with prevailing standards, rather than strong
arguments based on empirical data, guided
the board’s 2014 decision to arm, Dr. Miranda
Mosier of PSU’s School of Social Work told
The Pacific Sentinel. “Compared to our
competitor institutions, we were the only ones
who weren’t armed,” Mosier said. Indeed,
the existence of police was self justifying for
then president Wiewel and for many board
members. Extensive data challenging the
efficacy of policing, offered to the board in the
faculty senate’s December 2014 resolution,
was of comparatively little importance.
Advocates of campus policing have long
argued that university law enforcement is
more attuned to campus community dynamics
than municipal police or county sheriffs.
Thus, campus police are particularly well
situated to deal with the complexities of the
campus landscape. However, in recent years
campus police have invited many of the same
criticisms as their municipal counterparts.
Criticism has centered on the disproportionate
use of force against Black people and other
marginalized groups.
The threat of police violence was a central
concern to early opponents of CPSO
armament at PSU. Drawing on critiques of
militarized police generally, the PSU Student
Union (PSUSU) rallied around the call to
“demilitarize PSU” in 2014, even before
armement was put to vote. “We see what’s
happening with police brutality all over the
United States,” Christina Kane, a student
and member of PSUSU told the board of
trustees at a November 2014 meeting. “In
the wake of Ferguson, in the wake of all the
murders... we think [arming CPSO] would
disproportionately
affect
marginalized
communities on campus.”
Less than four years later, the fears of
Kane and many others who opposed CPSO
armament would be confirmed. On June
29, 2018, PSU campus police officers James
Dewey and Shawn McKenzie shot and killed
Jason Washington. Mr. Washington was a 45
year old postal worker and U.S. Navy veteran
and a Black man. He was attempting to
de-escalate a fight outside the Cheerful
Tortoise on SW 6th Ave and College St. when
he was killed.
Jason Washington was a registered gun
owner with a valid concealed carry permit in
the state of Oregon. At the time of his death,
he was in possession of a handgun belonging
to his friend, Jeremey Wilkinson. Washington
had taken possession of Wilkinson’s gun
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earlier in the night to prevent him from
making a “poor decision,” OregonLive
reported. Officers were responding to reports
of a fight involving Wilkinson.
When officers McKenzie and Dewey arrived
on the scene, Washington was retrieving the
weapon, which had fallen out of its holster.
Officers McKenzie and Dewey opened fire
one second after commanding Washington
to drop the gun, according to body camera
footage reviewed by OPB. The two white
officers fired 17 rounds in 15 seconds, the
Portland Tribune reported. Washington was
struck nine times and was pronounced dead
when paramedics arrived on the scene.
A grand jury found officers McKenzie and
Dewey justified in killing Washington.
Although campus organizing around
CPSO disarmament had been ongoing at
PSU since 2014, momentum had stalled in
the semesters leading up to Washington’s
death. “Pretty much overnight, after Jason
Washington was killed, [the movement to
disarm CPSO] started up again,” said Olivia
Pace, a PSU alumna and longtime advocate
for CPSO disarmament.
Pace and other members of PSUSU held a
rally the week after Washington was killed,
drawing hundreds of community members
to downtown Portland. In September 2018,
they occupied the plaza at SW Broadway and
Mill for ten days, putting a spotlight on PSU’s
role in Washington’s killing. Over the course
of the occupation, they collected over 6,000
signatures on a petition calling for immediate
CPSO disarmament. Hundreds of pages of
signatures were delivered to an indifferent
board of trustees at their October

2018 meeting.
Following Washington’s killing, calls for
disarmament reverberated throughout the
community. Jo Ann Hardesty, a candidate
for Portland City Council at the time of
Washington’s death, recalled the history of
resistance to an armed police force on PSU’s
campus. “Community members and staff
and faculty were very, very concerned about
arming the police,” Hardesty told CBS News.
“We knew then that somebody would die, and
here we are… [W]e knew it would happen—
we just didn’t know when.”
Following the board of trustees meeting
in October 2018, PSU launched an internal
investigation into CPSO’s policies and
protocols. They hired an independent security
review firm, Margolis Healy, to analyze
CPSO policies and to make campus safety
recommendations. In the face of those
calling for disarmament and reductions to
the campus policing budget, Margolis Healy
recommended an expansion of CPSO’s staff,
additional physical security infrastructure on
campus, and ongoing armed policing at PSU.
Margolis Healy’s report found that 52%
of the campus community supported
disarming CPSO, while only 37% supported
the retention of armed officers. These numbers
notwithstanding, the board of trustees
adopted Margolis Healy’s recommendations,
voting to retain armed campus police in
June 2019.

National resistance to campus policing
The expansion and militarization of campus
police has been met with resistance across
the country. Student organizers, as well as
faculty and community groups, are expressing
discomfort with various facets of the system
of campus policing. They are organizing
themselves in creative ways and issuing calls
for substantial changes to prevailing models
of public safety.
Organizing against campus policing had
been ongoing at the University of Chicago
for nearly a decade. Student groups and
community activists in particular have resisted
what they see as campus police’s active role in
gentrifying the neighborhoods surrounding
the university. “The push to decrease crime [in
and around the University of Chicago] came
at the cost of exclusion and trauma for Black
residents,” Ashvini Kartik-Narayan wrote in
2018.
The same year, the struggle against
campus law enforcement was reignited when
University of Chicago police shot a student
suffering a mental health crisis. Student
groups called on the university to disarm
security officers while decreasing their
funding and jurisdiction. Critics of policing at
the prestigious midwestern institution argued
that reducing the University of Chicago
Police Department’s broad jurisdictional
privileges would limit the department’s
ability to overpolice nearby historically Black
neighborhoods.
Like their peers in Chicago, University of
California students have long resisted what

many see as a politically repressive and racist
culture in campus policing. UC police first
attracted national attention in 2011, when a
photo depicting a UC Davis officer casually
pepper spraying a row of seated students
engaged in an Occupy protest went viral. The
university drew further criticism in 2015,
when it paid a communications firm $175,000
to “eliminate references to the pepper spray
incident on Google,” the Guardian reported.
In 2018, campus police at UC Berkeley were
accused of excessive force after arresting
17 graduate students engaged in a labor
strike, and a 2019 poll found that only 34% of
Black students at UC Berkeley trusted
campus police.
Students and faculty across the University
of California system in May 2021 participated
in a “Day of Refusal”—a virtual strike with
the single demand that the university remove
all campus police from all UC campuses.
This call for the total removal of campus
law enforcement reflects a national trend in
opposition to campus policing. In the wake of
the 2020 killings of Ahmaud Arbery, George
Floyd, and Breonna Taylor, many student
organizers are asking for more than reforms.
They are demanding a radical transformation
of existing models of campus public safety.
This demand reverberates throughout some
of the nation’s most prestigious universities.
In June 2020, a coalition of students, faculty,
and staff at University of Pennsylvania
released a statement calling on the Ivy League
institution to divest from and ultimately

disband its campus police. The statement
boasted 12,000 supporters and quickly
garnered endorsement of 48 groups within
the surrounding community, according to
The Daily Pennsylvanian. The same month,
an online petition calling for the abolition
of campus police at Yale University garnered
almost 9,000 signatures. In a school with
roughly 13,400 students, that’s equivalent to
65% of the student body.
Additionally, student activists at the
University of Chicago have augmented their
earlier demands. Now, they insist that the
university work toward total abolition of its
campus police by 2022.
Closer to home, University of Oregon
students affiliated with the group Disarm
UO have voiced dissatisfaction with
reforms to campus policing implemented
by the university’s administration last Fall.
These reforms included an increased staff
of unarmed campus safety officers, but no
reduction in armed police. Such reforms,
which amount to an expansion of the reach
and budget of campus law enforcement,
mirror changes made to PSU’s CPSO in
2019. “Disarm UO stands firm in our belief
that guns do not belong on school grounds
or college campuses,” Disarm UO organizers
told KLCC, a local NPR affiliate. “What
actually keeps students and the community
safe [is] bolstering campus resources and nonpolice community safety initiatives.”
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to Disarm PSU
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concern to early opponents of CPSO
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Union (PSUSU) rallied around the call to
“demilitarize PSU” in 2014, even before
armement was put to vote. “We see what’s
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trustees at a November 2014 meeting. “In
the wake of Ferguson, in the wake of all the
murders... we think [arming CPSO] would
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affect
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Less than four years later, the fears of
Kane and many others who opposed CPSO
armament would be confirmed. On June
29, 2018, PSU campus police officers James
Dewey and Shawn McKenzie shot and killed
Jason Washington. Mr. Washington was a 45
year old postal worker and U.S. Navy veteran
and a Black man. He was attempting to
de-escalate a fight outside the Cheerful
Tortoise on SW 6th Ave and College St. when
he was killed.
Jason Washington was a registered gun
owner with a valid concealed carry permit in
the state of Oregon. At the time of his death,
he was in possession of a handgun belonging
to his friend, Jeremey Wilkinson. Washington
had taken possession of Wilkinson’s gun
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earlier in the night to prevent him from
making a “poor decision,” OregonLive
reported. Officers were responding to reports
of a fight involving Wilkinson.
When officers McKenzie and Dewey arrived
on the scene, Washington was retrieving the
weapon, which had fallen out of its holster.
Officers McKenzie and Dewey opened fire
one second after commanding Washington
to drop the gun, according to body camera
footage reviewed by OPB. The two white
officers fired 17 rounds in 15 seconds, the
Portland Tribune reported. Washington was
struck nine times and was pronounced dead
when paramedics arrived on the scene.
A grand jury found officers McKenzie and
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CPSO disarmament had been ongoing at
PSU since 2014, momentum had stalled in
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for Portland City Council at the time of
Washington’s death, recalled the history of
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and faculty were very, very concerned about
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“We knew then that somebody would die, and
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we just didn’t know when.”
Following the board of trustees meeting
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CPSO policies and to make campus safety
recommendations. In the face of those
calling for disarmament and reductions to
the campus policing budget, Margolis Healy
recommended an expansion of CPSO’s staff,
additional physical security infrastructure on
campus, and ongoing armed policing at PSU.
Margolis Healy’s report found that 52%
of the campus community supported
disarming CPSO, while only 37% supported
the retention of armed officers. These numbers
notwithstanding, the board of trustees
adopted Margolis Healy’s recommendations,
voting to retain armed campus police in
June 2019.
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police has been met with resistance across
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Many recent calls for defunding and
disarming campus law enforcement employ an
abolitionist critique of policing. This critique
is premised on the idea that communities
don’t need better policing structures, but less
policing. Abolitionists insist that policing
should be curtailed and ultimately replaced
by services that allow communities and
individuals to flourish.
“The emphasis in much abolitionist
discourse and critique is on community
restoration and repair,” says Dr. Adam Culver,
instructor of political science and international
studies at PSU. Police enforce laws which
abolitionists say structurally disadvantage and
harm marginalized populations; providing
resources for these populations would work
to eliminate the root causes of harm in
communities. Our society tries to solve all
of its problems with policing, Dr. Culver
says, because we routinely conflate crime
and harm. All things that are criminal are
not harmful, however, and many things that
are harmful are perfectly legal. Abolitionists
imagine alternatives to policing with an
eye toward harm reduction, arguing that
much harm results from austerity, poverty,
and deprivation.
Still, an abolitionist agenda should not
be viewed as simply a new iteration of the
traditional call for a centralized welfare state,
Dr. Culver told The Pacific Sentinel. “The
democratically organized and community
driven, bottom up character of [abolitionism]”
sets it apart from calls for institutional reform
or expanded social services, Dr. Culver said,
although abolitionists may also advocate for
these things. Above all, abolitionism should
be understood as an expansive program of
social transformation. “An abolitionist agenda
demands that our priorities be radically
transformed.”
Those who advocate abolition of police
and prisons don’t see these structures
disappearing overnight. Rather, they argue
that providing communities with resources
is a more promising model of overall
harm reduction than state surveillance,
policing,
and
institutionalized
punishment. Abolitionists advocate that
this should be reflected in municipal,
state, and federal budgets. Governmental
spending should prioritize community
based services and initiatives in direct
proportion to decreases in spending
on police and prisons. Moreover, the
services and initiatives implemented
should be responsive to needs on the
ground and should, whenever possible,
be organized by members of affected
communities themselves.
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“Abolitionist scholars talk about ‘reformist
reforms’ and ‘abolitionist reforms,’” Olivia
Pace told The Pacific Sentinel. Angela Y.
Davis and Ruth Wilson Gilmore, prominent
abolitionists who founded the national
grassroots organization Critical Resistance
in 1997, define “abolitionist reforms” as
initiatives that reduce police funding,
challenge the notion that police increase
safety, and reduce the scale of policing.
These can be counterposed to reforms such
as increased police training or the use of
body cameras. These latter programs tend
to increase funding to police departments,
and do nothing to challenge the bedrock
assumption that community safety depends
on the presence of police.
“Disarmament, to me, is an abolitionist
reform,” Pace says. “It directly decreases the
power and the monopoly of violence that
police have.”
Disarming campus police alone does
not amount to a comprehensive vision of
community safety. Pace and other abolitionist
organizers advocate redirecting the funds
currently earmarked for armed campus police
toward other resources. “The work
of abolition is not about
instantly defunding
every department

in every campus, town or city,” prominent
abolitionists Angela Y. Davis, Melina
Abdullah and Robin Kelley wrote in an op-ed
earlier this year. “Rather, abolition is a process
of strategically reallocating resources away
from police and toward community based
models of safety, support and prevention.”
Pace echoes this sentiment. Providing for
the basic needs of the community—food,
shelter, addiction and mental health services,
trauma informed support and education
surrounding sexual and gender based
violence—would work to eliminate the root
causes of harm on campus, she says. For Pace
and other abolitionists, this represents a much
more promising approach to public safety than
police intervention after harm has occurred.
More to the point, it works to reduce the
violence and discrimination that abolitionists
believe is endemic to policing.

The (dis)continuation of armed patrols
In the Spring of 2020, a series of events
rendered PSU’s 2019 decision to retain armed
campus safety officers politically untenable.
The highly publicized killings of Ahmaud
Arbery, George Floyd, and Breonna Taylor,
among others, cast a renewed spotlight on
issues of state sanctioned violence against
Black people, and on racism in U.S. policing.
Massive protests across the country drew
the language of abolition from the margins
of left wing political circles into the theaters
of mainstream debate. Portland’s protests
in particular demonstrated the local
community’s intolerance for current standards
in law enforcement.
Portland had seen nearly 80 continuous
days of protests against police violence when
PSU president Stephen Percy announced last
August that CPSO would be discontinuing
armed patrols. “The calls for change that we
are hearing at PSU are ringing out across our
nation,” Percy wrote in an email to the campus
community. “We must find a new way to
protect the safety of our community, one that
eliminates systemic racism and promotes the
dignity of all who come to our urban campus.”
After nearly six years of student and faculty
organizing, unarmed campus patrols would
begin in Fall 2020.
Today, Spring term of 2021 has drawn to
a close, and armed patrols continue on PSU’s

campus. Significant delays to the promised
discontinuation of armed patrols have resulted
from bureaucratic and personnel problems,
CPSO Chief Willie Halliburton told the
community at a January 2021 forum.
Following Percy’s August announcement,
two CPSO officers retired, and a third
resigned, the PSU Vanguard reported.
Halliburton highlighted these staffing
problems to help explain the glacial pace
of CPSO’s promised reforms. Halliburton
did not respond to the Sentinel’s request for
comment or clarification.
Other remarks made at the January
forum raise further questions. Halliburton
stated that following the discontinuation
of armed patrols, CPSO’s relationship with
the Portland Police Bureau “will change.”
However, the specific nature of this change
was not explained.
More importantly, the current plan to end
armed patrols does not signal the disarmament
of CPSO, strictly speaking. Rather, lethal
weapons will be stored at the CPSO office,
to be accessed under certain circumstances.
There has been little transparency about what
these circumstances are, and what protocols
will govern officers’ access to firearms.
There remain questions about how
proposed CPSO policy changes will affect the
office’s overall budget. If the discontinuation

of armed patrols affects a budget reduction,
where will these funds be redirected? Will
they be channeled toward resources to meet
the basic needs of the campus community, or
will they be reinvested in the same general
model of campus policing the community has
long resisted?
At the January 2021 forum, chief
Halliburton expressed his “deepest steadfast
commitment to unarmed patrols here at
PSU.” Regarding the change, he stated, “it
will happen. It will happen this academic
school year.” As the 2021 academic year drew
to a close, Halliburton’s promise remained
unfulfilled.
A June 11 email from President Percy
alerted the campus community that armed
patrols will finally be discontinued no later
than September 1, 2021, but over the years,
PSU administrators’ lack of transparency and
apparent indifference to community needs and
wishes has eroded the trust of activists and
community organizers. After multiple failures
to meet stated deadlines, Percy’s recent email
rings somewhat hollow. The email failed to
acknowledge a year’s worth of delays and false
promises with regard to disarmament, nor
did it mention the third anniversary of Jason
Washington’s killing, on June 29.

For more information on
the movement to disarm
PSU and honor Jason
Washington’s memory, follow
@disarmpsunow on Instagram.
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much harm results from austerity, poverty,
and deprivation.
Still, an abolitionist agenda should not
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traditional call for a centralized welfare state,
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democratically organized and community
driven, bottom up character of [abolitionism]”
sets it apart from calls for institutional reform
or expanded social services, Dr. Culver said,
although abolitionists may also advocate for
these things. Above all, abolitionism should
be understood as an expansive program of
social transformation. “An abolitionist agenda
demands that our priorities be radically
transformed.”
Those who advocate abolition of police
and prisons don’t see these structures
disappearing overnight. Rather, they argue
that providing communities with resources
is a more promising model of overall
harm reduction than state surveillance,
policing,
and
institutionalized
punishment. Abolitionists advocate that
this should be reflected in municipal,
state, and federal budgets. Governmental
spending should prioritize community
based services and initiatives in direct
proportion to decreases in spending
on police and prisons. Moreover, the
services and initiatives implemented
should be responsive to needs on the
ground and should, whenever possible,
be organized by members of affected
communities themselves.
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campus. Significant delays to the promised
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proposed CPSO policy changes will affect the
office’s overall budget. If the discontinuation
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Goodbye Afghanistan
An epilogue of war

General Smedley Butler was not the sort
of swaggering American hero we like to
make movies about. Born in 1881, he joined
the Marine Corps as a teenager and carried
himself with distinction in the war against
Spain. 30 years after the trauma of the Civil
War, the swift and decisive American victory
was a chance for a new generation to make
their names. The young Butler proved himself
alongside the likes of Teddy Roosevelt and
George Dewey.
For the next 20 years, he was sent around
the world, serving in colonial occupations
that American newspapers propagandized as
humanitarian missions of civilization.
Butler’s reputation was such that when a
small group of businessmen discussed a right
wing coup to stop the New Deal, Butler
was the man they approached to lead it. His
commitment to this country was such that he
brought them to public exposure.
Regrettably, today Smedley Butler is not
remembered as an iconic American war hero,
nor is his presence seen in any pop culture
media. Instead, his legacy remains in a small
pamphlet he wrote in 1932. It was in the
midst of the Great Depression that we saw
a different Butler, turning against a system
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he had dedicated more than 30 years of his
life to, Butler publicly spoke out and wrote
against war.
War is a Racket is a short pamphlet that
you can find online for only a few dollars.
Regardless, it is perhaps one of the most
remarkable confessions ever put to paper by a
civil servant of the American state.
“A racket,” Butler says, “is best described, I
believe, as something that is not what it seems
to the majority of the people. Only a small
‘inside’ group knows what it is about. It is
conducted for the benefit of the very few, at the
expense of the very many.”
“I was a racketeer,” Butler confesses of his
service. “A gangster for capitalism.”
Butler asks outright “what does [war] profit
anyone except the very few to whom war
means huge profits?” He argues that the years
of service he spent in the American military
had only served to enrich millionaires while
impoverishing ordinary people. He concludes,
emphatically, by saying “To hell with war!”
This September, America is officially ending
another war, the war in Afghanistan, and
it has without a shadow of doubt been
another racket.
The same week as Biden’s announcement to

withdraw troops, it came out that a nepotistic
deal in Afghanistan had helped put mining
contracts for an estimated trillion dollars of
resources in the hands of American defense
contractors with close ties to disgraced General
David Petraeus.
In 2019, The Washington Post leaked
explosive documents revealing the government
knowingly lied about a war that was quickly
becoming unwinnable.
The exposé reveals that over 900 billion
dollars have been spent by the Department of
Defense, the State Department, and the U.S.
Agency for International Development in
Afghanistan since 2001. Billions more have
been spent by the CIA, including massive sums
hidden in a “black budget” on secret projects.
But what has been gained? Has Afghanistan
proved to be successful? What were the
taxpayers’ dollars used for? Osama Bin Laden
is dead, but the world could hardly be
considered safer.
The war however, has been successful in one
thing: it made a select group of people rich.
Military contractors in Afghanistan, American
arms manufacturers, drug cartels and fraudsters
can boast millions to their names from the war.
The bill? Far more than just dollars. 2,000

American soldiers dead, 20,000 wounded and
65,000 Afghani soldiers killed along with
43,000 civilians.
Domestically, civil liberties have been
stripped away. In the days leading up to the War
on Terror, the battle slogan was “they hate us
for our freedoms.” But in the name of the War
on Terror, those freedoms have been eroded.
Journalists have faced arrest for reporting.
Chelsea Manning was jailed for exposing
American crimes and then subjected to what
many described as tantamount to torture. The
NSA spied on people without warrants, and
violated the first amendment. We tortured
people and created an unspeakable prison of
human rights violations.
Regardless, even the awful human and
psychological toll cannot measure the whole
scale of this crime. War not only takes, but robs
us of what could have been. In his final address
as President, Dwight Eisenhower warned
against the growing power of the military
industrial complex, saying “Every gun that is
made, every warship launched, every rocket
fired signifies, in the final sense, a theft from
those who hunger and are not fed, those who
are cold and are not clothed.“
In the final passage of War is a Racket,

Smedley Butler says “If we put [scientists] to
work making poison gas and more and more
fiendish mechanical and explosive instruments
of destruction, they will have no time for the
constructive job of building greater prosperity
for all peoples.”
This past year, we have seen the awful truth
of that statement. The trillions of dollars spent
on defense spending failed to protect us when
a virus overwhelmed our healthcare system.
It failed to provide for us when the global
supply chain was rocked by lockdowns. When
Americans were buried in mass graves this
summer, the surplus of defense equipment
did not help. When they were shot and tear
gassed in the street, kidnapped and dragged
into unmarked vans, it wasn’t by an invading
army but by our own militarized police. When
armed mobs tried to overturn our democracy,
they were not flying the banners of another
country, but that of our own.
The question remains: who, then, is the
enemy? Every year, starvation and homelessness
kill more Americans than even the worst
terrorist attacks.
Imagine if those trillions of dollars spent
on war had been spent on food, schools and
housing for people who need it or building

an international system capable of addressing
pandemics and climate change. Imagine if,
instead of making war racketeers rich, those
trillions had been spent on regular people in
America and Afghanistan.
Some will argue that this ambition is a
utopian fantasy, but the last 20 years have
shown us the truth. These wars don’t make us
safe. They don’t advance democracy. They don’t
improve the world.
So if you love your soldiers, and if you live
in our country, if you give a damn about the
people of the Middle East, if you care at all
about a safe and prosperous future for anyone
in this world, there’s only one thing to do: end
the wars, and bring our soldiers home. Not
just from Afghanistan, but from Syria, Iraq
and Yemen.
It is our instinct to trust our government and
military, and to believe them when they say
that they are fighting for people at home and
overseas. But the war in Afghanistan needs no
interpretations or analyses. It tells us what we
already know: these wars are all the same. They
are nothing but rackets.
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PALESTINE
A Legalized Ethnic Cleansing

In Islam, the night of Laylat al-Qadr, Arabic
for “Night of Power” is considered one of the
religion’s holiest nights. Tradition dictates
that in one of the last ten nights of Ramadan,
Islam’s holy book—the Quran—was revealed
in 610 CE. Additionally, Muslims believe that
it is also the night in which angels descend to
earth with a multitude of tasks, leading to a
night of peace, blessings, and divine guidance.
It is, therefore, a night that believers spend in
prayer and blind devotion.
On the night of the 10th of May, within the
walls of the Al-Aqsa mosque, this is just what
thousands of Palestinians were doing when
they were subject to Israeli attacks. This attack
on worshippers has put Palestine and its
oppression by Israel back on media headlines
around the world. Regrettably, there will
likely be no justice. The world will enjoy a few
front page pieces and celebrities will use this
issue as another way of advertising; soon all
this shall pass. The world will forget Palestine
again, and move on.
Days before this ongoing incident, a video
comprising a Palestinian woman and a Jewish
man had gone viral on social media. In the
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video, the woman is heard telling the settler
in English “Jacob, you know that this is not
your home.” The man, who appears to speak
without respect, and with a heavy tone of
authority replied in an American accent, “If
I don’t steal your home, someone else will
steal it.” We can talk about this incident
because someone recorded it. One can only
imagine how many such incidents occur and
to what degree. According to an article in
Al Jazeera, Palestinians in the Sheikh Jarrah
neighborhood began protesting against Israeli
orders for them to vacate their homes, which
Palestinans have described as “a continuation
of the ethnic cleansing that began with the
Nakba in 1948.”
Although it is not ideal to generalize, it is
also very easy to get an understanding of the
attitude toward Palestinians. The confirming
tone of authority in the man’s voice sends
chills down one’s spine.The man’s words not
only describe the Israeli occupier’s logic but
it also serves as an example of misbehavior of
those who support the Israeli colonial policies
taking control of Palestinian occupied lands.
Incidents like this are not uncommon

between Palestine and Israel. If you look
through the news section of many international
newspapers, you can often find a small article
on a clash between the two, protests and many
more. But what took place on the 10th of
May, is perhaps the best example of the future
of Palestine—absent. The world does not
appear to care about Palestinians. Palestine
appears to be something that exists in history
books, documentaries and the media. It is
not a country, nor a state, but a mere policy
of politics and advertising. The fact that the
people of Palestine have been resisting the
Israeli occupation for years, despite losing
their lives in the process is perhaps what will
make them historic.
Why should Israel’s attack on the 10th of
May matter to people? It showed the world
what an absence of human rights looks like. It
showed the world that ethnic cleansing can be
legal and that a state can get away with killing
innocent people, regardless of the reason.
In the website of the United Nations, the
section titled Question of Palestine contains a
statement which reads, “to enable Palestinian
people to exercise their inalienable rights,

article from 2004 by CGTN talks about how
Israel gets most of its weapons from the U.S.
This relationship between Israel and defense
equipment from the United States goes back
to the 1940s. The United States has given more
foreign aid to Israel than any other country in
the world. This year, about $3.1 billion—plus
an additional $504 million—was given in aid
to Israel’s missile defense, including the Iron
Dome system the country uses to knock down
Hamas rockets.
An interview with the Palestine Liberation
Organisation’s Ambassador to the UK,
Husam Zomlot, by BBC Newsnight presenter
Emily Maitlis provides another example of
how Palestine gets a different representation.
In the interview, Zomlot accuses her of
“double standards” when discussing Israel
and Palestine. Zomlot states, “This isn’t about
Hamas, this is about Israel. Israel provokes,
Israel commits every crime you can imagine,
Israel injures more than 300 worshippers—
peaceful worshippers—this morning in
Al-Aqsa Mosque,” and as the conversation
continued, Zomlot further asked: “Who
should be condemned, Emily? Did you see the
images of the nine children being dissipated in
Gaza tonight? Who should be condemned?”
In the video, you can see Zomlot’s facial
expression of hopelessness as he says, “And
then the UK Foreign Secretary is quick to
condemn Hamas and never to condemn the
Israeli atrocities on a daily basis,” to which I
would like to add that nobody cares anymore.
Palestine is vanishing, literally from the
map of the world. It now exists in the work of
YouTubers who make songs about its sorrows.
It exists in comment threads on social media.

It has become a hashtag, a reference, a trend.
Posting on social media, with the hashtag
Free Palestine is all that is relevant in reality. I
believe that with time, Palestine will become
nothing more than a small chapter in a Middle
Eastern history book, written by the victors. It
is a sad definition and example of justice. The
attack on innocent worshippers is a letter to
the world, one that shall soon be forgotten.
As for the people of Palestine, human rights
are nothing but an illusion to them. There
remains a lack of expression when it comes to
conceptualizing what Palestinians go through.
Perhaps a statement that provides some form
of closure would be one that was left behind
by a Syrian child who passed away. Before his
death, the child uttered his last words to the
doctor, “I am gonna tell God everything.”
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including the right to self-determination
without external interference, the right to
national independence and sovereignty,
and the right to return to their homes
and property from which they have been
displaced.” Sadly, statements like this come off
as fiction in reality. At least 205 Palestinians
were injured in Friday’s incident, and it
quickly drew international disapproval and
calls for peace, but these are just words now.
We never see the United Nations actually
interfering, or sending peacekeeping troops
like they do in many African nations. We
never see any of Palestine’s allies actually do
anything. Palestine has sadly seen its group of
allies appear to stand with Palestinians, only
to move on and leave it behind.
Mark Muhannad Ayyash, a professor of
Sociology at Mount Royal University in
Calgary, Canada, writes passionately in his
article in Al Jazeera that to the world, Palestine
has always been presented as a “problem”
which must be dealt with. The world is afraid
of true reality, and is afraid to ask Palestine:
“how does it feel to have the world wish that
it did not have to deal with you? How does it
feel to be entirely unwanted, unheard? How
does it feel to be entirely instrumental for
others in your very being and non-being?”
The problem here is not religion. It is not
about Jews, Christians or Muslims. It is always
about what Palestine does, and how it reacts
to anything provoked by Israel. Anything
instigated by Israel is met with protests from
Palestinians. These exchanges, for lack of
a better word, are anything but fair. When
it comes to retaliation, Israel has many toys
and gadgets. To get a better idea of this, an
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attitude toward Palestinians. The confirming
tone of authority in the man’s voice sends
chills down one’s spine.The man’s words not
only describe the Israeli occupier’s logic but
it also serves as an example of misbehavior of
those who support the Israeli colonial policies
taking control of Palestinian occupied lands.
Incidents like this are not uncommon

between Palestine and Israel. If you look
through the news section of many international
newspapers, you can often find a small article
on a clash between the two, protests and many
more. But what took place on the 10th of
May, is perhaps the best example of the future
of Palestine—absent. The world does not
appear to care about Palestinians. Palestine
appears to be something that exists in history
books, documentaries and the media. It is
not a country, nor a state, but a mere policy
of politics and advertising. The fact that the
people of Palestine have been resisting the
Israeli occupation for years, despite losing
their lives in the process is perhaps what will
make them historic.
Why should Israel’s attack on the 10th of
May matter to people? It showed the world
what an absence of human rights looks like. It
showed the world that ethnic cleansing can be
legal and that a state can get away with killing
innocent people, regardless of the reason.
In the website of the United Nations, the
section titled Question of Palestine contains a
statement which reads, “to enable Palestinian
people to exercise their inalienable rights,

article from 2004 by CGTN talks about how
Israel gets most of its weapons from the U.S.
This relationship between Israel and defense
equipment from the United States goes back
to the 1940s. The United States has given more
foreign aid to Israel than any other country in
the world. This year, about $3.1 billion—plus
an additional $504 million—was given in aid
to Israel’s missile defense, including the Iron
Dome system the country uses to knock down
Hamas rockets.
An interview with the Palestine Liberation
Organisation’s Ambassador to the UK,
Husam Zomlot, by BBC Newsnight presenter
Emily Maitlis provides another example of
how Palestine gets a different representation.
In the interview, Zomlot accuses her of
“double standards” when discussing Israel
and Palestine. Zomlot states, “This isn’t about
Hamas, this is about Israel. Israel provokes,
Israel commits every crime you can imagine,
Israel injures more than 300 worshippers—
peaceful worshippers—this morning in
Al-Aqsa Mosque,” and as the conversation
continued, Zomlot further asked: “Who
should be condemned, Emily? Did you see the
images of the nine children being dissipated in
Gaza tonight? Who should be condemned?”
In the video, you can see Zomlot’s facial
expression of hopelessness as he says, “And
then the UK Foreign Secretary is quick to
condemn Hamas and never to condemn the
Israeli atrocities on a daily basis,” to which I
would like to add that nobody cares anymore.
Palestine is vanishing, literally from the
map of the world. It now exists in the work of
YouTubers who make songs about its sorrows.
It exists in comment threads on social media.

It has become a hashtag, a reference, a trend.
Posting on social media, with the hashtag
Free Palestine is all that is relevant in reality. I
believe that with time, Palestine will become
nothing more than a small chapter in a Middle
Eastern history book, written by the victors. It
is a sad definition and example of justice. The
attack on innocent worshippers is a letter to
the world, one that shall soon be forgotten.
As for the people of Palestine, human rights
are nothing but an illusion to them. There
remains a lack of expression when it comes to
conceptualizing what Palestinians go through.
Perhaps a statement that provides some form
of closure would be one that was left behind
by a Syrian child who passed away. Before his
death, the child uttered his last words to the
doctor, “I am gonna tell God everything.”
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including the right to self-determination
without external interference, the right to
national independence and sovereignty,
and the right to return to their homes
and property from which they have been
displaced.” Sadly, statements like this come off
as fiction in reality. At least 205 Palestinians
were injured in Friday’s incident, and it
quickly drew international disapproval and
calls for peace, but these are just words now.
We never see the United Nations actually
interfering, or sending peacekeeping troops
like they do in many African nations. We
never see any of Palestine’s allies actually do
anything. Palestine has sadly seen its group of
allies appear to stand with Palestinians, only
to move on and leave it behind.
Mark Muhannad Ayyash, a professor of
Sociology at Mount Royal University in
Calgary, Canada, writes passionately in his
article in Al Jazeera that to the world, Palestine
has always been presented as a “problem”
which must be dealt with. The world is afraid
of true reality, and is afraid to ask Palestine:
“how does it feel to have the world wish that
it did not have to deal with you? How does it
feel to be entirely unwanted, unheard? How
does it feel to be entirely instrumental for
others in your very being and non-being?”
The problem here is not religion. It is not
about Jews, Christians or Muslims. It is always
about what Palestine does, and how it reacts
to anything provoked by Israel. Anything
instigated by Israel is met with protests from
Palestinians. These exchanges, for lack of
a better word, are anything but fair. When
it comes to retaliation, Israel has many toys
and gadgets. To get a better idea of this, an
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A Retrospective Look at “The Cat in the Hat”

Twain said, “If man could be crossed with a cat,
it would improve man but would deteriorate
the cat.” There is a film that does just this. It
takes a man—a well-known comedian at the
apex of his career—and contractually obligates
him to debase the good name of all cats near
and far.
The Cat in the Hat (2003) is a death screech
emitted from the convulsing corpse of a once
great comedian’s now rancid career, a career
that once bore us such gems as Austin Powers
and Wayne’s World. So, why would anyone
watch it, let alone write about it? Well, for
the memes.
That is to say: in order to thrive in a
postmodern, late capitalist hellscape of wage
depression and hate speech echo chambers
where language [i.e., truth] is rapidly
disintegrating, one must learn to study and
speak the graphic vernacular of memes, which
is a morphological compression of the cultural
dialectic as understood by its own terms of
imperialist industry. Memes, in this sense, can
serve as an appropriation of those products
that were meant to keep the consumer in
political apathy. We take ownership of such
products and recreate them in our own image,
one that reflects our values and our sense of
humor—which is inherently political. Any film
analysis aspiring to be of widespread value in
the 21st century ought to discuss its content in
these terms.
It’s no secret that Hollywood’s hivemind
is concerned with toy sales more than ticket
sales. Countless young artists find themselves
underpaid, working on heartless trash peddled
alongside Happy Meals and car commercials
only to finally point at their name in the credits
seven minutes after most everyone else has left
the theater.
It’s easy to call The Cat in the Hat a bad
film. In fact, it’s a brainless gesture. It’s easy.
We live in an endlessly hateful culture.
Negativity generates clicks. So, why watch
or revisit it if you were one of those many
unfortunate children burdened with this mess
of Burtonesque nonsense nightmare fuel?
Because every reason this movie is bad is a
reason to watch it.
It’s a soulless cash grab continuation of
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the formula that began and
should have ended with Jim
Carrey’s Grinch. It’s an
unending absurdist romp
through the mind of
Mike Myers, who’s
doing his worst Robin
Williams impression.
And it’s a disgusting
blight upon humanity
made with money that
could have gone toward
combating poverty instead of
Alec Baldwin’s likely luxurious
trailer.
This movie is nothing but bad,
but we can use it for good.
We can take the excrement
that was peddled to us before
our brains were developed
enough to make us competent
critical thinkers and we can turn
it into gold with memes. And
we’re already doing it.
If you take time out of your stressful
life and watch The Cat in the Hat, you will
laugh at it. You might even have an existential
crisis. Sure, it’s a bastardization of everything
Theodor Seuss Geisel endeavored to do, but
did you know it was photographed by the same
cinematographer as Birdman, The Revenant,
Gravity, Tree of Life, Children of Men, and The
Birdcage? Did you know Seuss’s widow decided
to no longer allow live action adaptations of her
husband’s work because of this film? Did you
know Randy Newman wrote original songs for
this film but they were excluded from the final
product because they were deemed inferior
to his cousin’s score? Did you know the three
writers all wrote for Seinfeld and Curb Your
Enthusiasm? Did you know that one of those
writers, Alec Berg, co-created HBO’s Barry?
Did you know the sky had to be digitally
replaced with those ridiculous colors because
there was too much smog? Did you know this
is the third Mike Myers’ film to feature a song
performed by Smash Mouth? Did you know
Myers was sued for backing out of a contract to
make a film based on his Saturday Night Live
sketch “Sprockets,” countersued, and came to

a settlement where he had to star in this film
instead? Did you know that after the failure of
this film, Myers thought it was a good idea to
go and make The Love Guru?
So much of this film is astounding in all
the wrong ways. Yet, I’d be goddamned if it
isn’t also a bizarre meta arthouse masterpiece.
Try to make this movie. You can’t. Plenty of
film students want to make the next Nolan
or Tarantino derivative, cliché ridden, over
indulgent, non clever visual cheeseburger. But
bring me one who legitimately wants to make
The Cat in the Hat and I will guarantee them
a career.
Meme value is real value. One need only look
at the meteoric rise of GME and AMC stock
or Dogecoin for proof. So, please, if you can
distance yourself enough from the gargantuan
ennui of general existence these days to
appreciate this trashfest and take ownership of
it via the ethos of memedom, make it so.
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"Looks like jerry turned his camera off again."
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